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The CDC, the State of Maryland and Coppermine have declared that masks are
now unnecessary indoors for people who have been vaccinated. While
Coppermine is not requiring masks in the facility, we're asking that members
please follow the NEVERMORE Mask Mandate Policy, listed below.  Our
current mask mandate update mimics that of our Phase 1 Guidelines.

BEGINNING SATURDAY, MAY 15TH:

THANK YOU FOR UNDERSTANDING! 

The Nevermore Community has done an amazing job throughout this difficult,

unprecedented period. We're so grateful for our members following our policies

and procedures, put into place to keep everyone safe, happy, healthy and

moving, without question (even if we haven't loved it).

 

Just a reminder that we have some members who are currently unable to get

vaccinated based on medical needs and doctors orders - and we want to make

sure EVERYONE feels safe. The protocol above will help us keep everyone as safe

as possible, while still eliminating masks during the workouts.

 

Let's continue to do what it takes to keep our entire Nevermore Community safe,

happy and healthy - and moving!

WHAT DOES THIS UPDATE ENTAIL?

Indoor coaches can have their masks off in the FRONT OF THE ROOM. If a Coach

is walking around the room / helping athletes, they MUST put their mask back on. 

An indoor athlete MUST be wearing a mask when they are:

Socializing

Outside of their designated workout box

Athletes may REMOVE their mask:

Anytime an athlete is in their designated box, including:

Strength / Skill

MetCon / WOD

When an athlete goes out for a run, no mask is needed.

An outdoor athlete MUST be wearing a mask:

Any time they enter the indoor location that holds the equipment

Any time they go inside to use the bathroom

INDOOR:
1.

2.

3.

OUTDOOR:
1.


